
LOW COST ELECTRONICS:
Transistor Switch/Amplifier - Class Pack of 30 (code: 88P-005A)

Introduction
The Transistor Switch/Amplifier is one of five circuits designed to meet 
the requirements of KS3 systems and control at an affordable cost.  The 
circuit can be run from a 9 volt PP3 battery but will work from as low as 
3 volts (e.g., 2 x AA batteries) if the resistor value is reduced.  

How it works
A transistor can be thought of as a kind of switch that enables a small 
current to cause a large current to flow.  The transistor is normally 
‘off’. If you allow a small current to flow to the base leg, the transistor 
switches on and a relatively larger current flows through from collector 
to emitter. 

Applications using the transistor, two resistors and an LED
Solder on the components and attach flying leads to the base resistor 
and +ve as shown. When you touch the flying leads together a small 
current flows to the base and switches on the transistor causing the 
LED to light up. 
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collector
base

emitter

LED 

330 Ohm resistor
colour code orange, orange, brown

flat side of LED

transistor BC5481K resistor
colour code brown, black, red

flying leads
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Applications using input components
Transistor circuits often use two additional components in an 
arrangement called a potential divider. In the example shown, we have 
a light dependent resistor (LDR) and a fixed resistor. Think of these as a 
kind of resistance ‘see-saw’. 

When the bottom component (LDR) has a lower resistance than the 
top one (resistor), no current flows to the transistor base and it stays 
switched off. When the bottom component has a higher resistance, 
some current will flow to the base and start to turn on the transistor. 
So, if the bottom component is an LDR, the transistor will turn on 
when the LDR is in darkness and off when the LDR is in bright light. If 
you swap the components around, the opposite will happen.

Practical applications for the transistor circuit include:

Night light

Light meter

Temperature indicator

Moisture sensor

light dependent resistor (LDR)

100K resistor
colour code brown, black, yellow
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Note:  Please use the transistor with ‘BC548’ printed on the black casing.

1.  Sensitive moisture indicator – if the wires are used as probes and touched 
on something moist or placed in water, the LED lights up. This is a much 
more sensitive version of circuits 1 and 2. 

2.  Lie detector – the LED will light up if you bridge across the leads with moist 
fingers: the theory is that your hands sweat more when you are telling fibs.
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Class Packs of Circuits

Product  Code
LED light with switch  Class pack of 30  88P-001A
LED light with sensor Class pack of 30 88P-003A
Energy storage Class pack of 30 88P-004A
Transistor switch/amplifier Class pack of 30 88P-005A
Electronic latch Class pack of 30 88P-002A

Class Packs of Blank Circuit Boards
Blank, unpopulated circuit boards for each kit are also available in 
packs of 30.

Product  Code
LED light with switch  pack of 30 blank PCBs 88P-001B
LED light with sensor pack of 30 blank PCBs 88P-003B
Energy storage pack of 30 blank PCBs 88P-004B
Transistor switch/amplifier pack of 30 blank PCBs 88P-005B
Electronic latch pack of 30 blank PCBs 88P-002B

For more information, please see our website www.mutr.co.uk.

• LED light with switch
• LED light with sensor

• Energy storage

• Transistor switch/amplifier

• Electronic latch




